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Abstract 

Social media has emerged into a crucial resource for obtaining population-based signals for 

various public health monitoring and surveillance tasks, such as pharmacovigilance. There is 

an abundance of knowledge hidden within social media data, and the volume is growing. 

Drug-related chatter on social media can include user-generated information that can provide 

insights into public health problems such as abuse, adverse reactions, long-term effects, and 

multi-drug interactions. Our objective in this paper is to present to the biomedical natural lan-

guage processing, data science, and public health communities data sets (annotated and unan-

notated), tools and resources that we have collected and created from social media. The data 

we present was collected from Twitter using the generic and brand names of drugs as key-

words, along with their common misspellings. Following the collection of the data, annotation 

guidelines were created over several iterations, which detail important aspects of social media 

data annotation and can be used by future researchers for developing similar data sets. The an-

notation guidelines were followed to prepare data sets for text classification, information ex-

traction and normalization. In this paper, we discuss the preparation of these guidelines, out-

line the data sets prepared, and present an overview of our state-of-the-art systems for data col-

lection, supervised classification, and information extraction. In addition to the development of 

supervised systems for classification and extraction, we developed and released unlabeled data 

and language models. We discuss the potential uses of these language models in data mining 

and the large volumes of unlabeled data from which they were generated. We believe that the 

summaries and repositories we present here of our data, annotation guidelines, models, and 

tools will be beneficial to the research community as a single-point entry for all these re-

sources, and will promote further research in this area.  
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1 Introduction 

In recent years, social media has become a crucial platform for communication, discovery of in-

formation, and the sharing of opinions and views [1]. Thus, social media has also emerged as a re-

source for collecting real-time data directly from public discussions. The social media sphere contin-

ues to grow [2], and websites like Twitter attract significant numbers of daily users. Twitter currently 

has 289,000,000 active users with the number of registered users rising by 135,000 every day [3]. 

With 58 million tweets per day (9,100 tweets per second), Twitter data is content-rich on everyday 
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discussions. As a result, Twitter, in addition to other popular social networks, is being actively utilized 

for a range of tasks including advertising [4], opinion mining [5], political analytics [6], and public 

health monitoring [7]. 

 

From the perspective of public health, systems have been proposed for a variety of tasks includ-

ing the tracking of the spread of infectious diseases [8, 9], monitoring of prescription and illicit drug 

abuse [10-12], pharmacovigilance [13], and the monitoring smoking patterns [14]. Despite the obvious 

use cases for utilizing social media data, national surveillance programs are yet to integrate proposed 

systems [2]. A prime reason for this are the numerous challenges associated with the use of social me-

dia data. While early, keyword-based systems were easily deployable [15], their shortcomings have 

also been identified [16]. Solving complex natural language processing problems with social media 

data introduce additional challenges—such as dealing with the use of colloquial language and mis-

spellings [17]. Even data collection from social media faces challenges due to these factors. In addi-

tion, the notoriously noisy nature of social media data, and data imbalance hinder system performanc-

es [13]. As a result, despite the abundance of health-related knowledge that is encapsulated within the 

vast social media domain, it is still significantly under-utilized in practical systems.  

 

1.1 Social media and data science 

Over the last several years, a flurry of research tasks has successfully employed supervised learn-

ing systems that use manually annotated data to solve various natural language processing (NLP) 

problems. These include, for example, text classification tasks such as detecting mentions of adverse 

drug reactions [22], and extracting exact mentions using sequence labeling techniques [23]. While 

these approaches have shown good performance in noisy, social media text, their need for manual an-

notations make them expensive in nature. Manual annotations are time consuming, and the erratic 

properties of social media text make annotation tasks even harder. Consequently, even designing an-

notation tasks and guidelines require significant amounts of expert time, experience in annotations, 

and exposure to user posted texts. While research from the recent past [13] has elaborated the need for 

data annotation efforts, the importance of developing standardized annotation guidelines for social 

media based non-standard data sets have been somewhat overlooked. Therefore, in addition to the 

need for publicly available targeted data and models, there is also a need for the development of social 

media text annotation guidelines that to ensure consistency in annotation standards. 

 

The majority of the data available from social media is unlabeled. Recent advances in NLP has 

seen the effective application of language models learned from large volumes of unlabeled data for 

various text mining tasks. While the ability to learn language models from large data sets presents new 

possibilities, social media oriented public health monitoring research has still not actively applied 

these techniques. One reason behind this is that targeted data from social media for specific public 

health monitoring tasks is still scarce. Thus, there is a strong motivation for the public release of such 

data and models. For example, recent approaches for generating distributed word representations [18-

20] from large, unstructured data sets have seen growing popularity. However, availability of such 

language models learned from relevant social media data is limited. 

 

1.2 Aims 

 We have several aims for this broad coverage paper. These aims are summarized as follows: 

 

1. To outline our annotated data and the resources we have created over the last several years, as 

part of a National Institute of Health (NIH) research grant [21] on mining social media for discovering 

adverse drug reactions. 

2. To make available our evolving social media text annotation guidelines for pharmacovigilance 

and toxicovigilance so that these annotation guidelines can be followed for future annotation tasks. 

3. To provide insights about our annotated corpora, annotation tasks, unlabeled data and models.  

4. To discuss some of the utilities of our data sets and their potential future uses. 
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  The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present (i) our data collec-

tion technique, which expands on keyword-based approaches to include common, phonetically similar 

misspellings of drug names, (ii) our preparation of various publicly available annotated data sets, (iii) 

our detailed annotation guideline preparation, and (iv) our language model generation techniques. In 

the Discussion section we present some statistics and utilities of our published resources and tools, 

including potential applications of our unlabeled data and language models. 

2 Methods 

2.1 Data collection 

Prior to collecting data, we selected a set of drugs of interest, which were likely to have a large 

number of associated comments in social media. In particular, we selected drugs that were prescribed 

for chronic diseases and syndromes for which large numbers of comments were expected and drugs 

with high prevalence of use (as per the IMS Health’s Top 100 drugs by volume for the year 2013 

[22]). Starting with this initial list of drugs, we added various drug names based on interest since 2014, 

such as drugs that may be prone to abuse. The final drug list is monitored by our in-house pharmacol-

ogy expert, and further details about the drugs can be found in our past publications [22,23]. 

 

We collected data from Twitter using the drug names (trade and generic) as keywords. To address 

the issue of misspelled drug names, which affects recall during data collection, we developed a 

spelling variant generator [24]. The generator first identifies lexically close misspellings, specifically 

those that are 1-edit distance away in terms of Levenshtein distance. Phonetically similar misspellings 

are then identified, and finally, the Google custom search API is used to identify a smaller set of mis-

spellings that are commonly used by users. We have made a downloadable version of our generator 

publicly available.
1
 The generator is semi-automatic. Figure 1 presents a random sample of tweets as-

sociated with a number of drugs that were collected using our technique. The tweets appear to present 

a number of types of information, such as symptoms/indications, perceived adverse drug reactions, 

medication abuse information, user sentiments towards drugs and/or prices, and potential drug abuse, 

to name a few. The figure also illustrates how some drug names are often misspelled. Depending on 

the intent, distinct types of drug-related information can be mined from this data source. 

2.2 Data annotation, guidelines and resources 

Following the collection of large amounts of drug-related chatter from Twitter, we allocated sig-

nificant resources to perform annotation of the data and for the preparation of standardized annotation 

guidelines. The annotation guidelines were prepared in consultation between experienced language 

annotators, NLP experts, public health professionals, and a pharmacology expert. The guidelines were 

finalized by the pharmacology expert after multiple iterations. The annotation guidelines also evolved 

over time, which is a necessity for social media data, as new characteristics of the data were discov-

ered during the early iterations of annotation. Using the annotation guidelines, we were able to achieve 

high inter annotator agreements for our various annotation tasks. For adverse drug reaction detection 

from social media, we first performed binary annotations indicating if user posts mentioning at least 

one drug mentioned an adverse reaction or not (inter annotator agreement κ = 0.74). Following that, 

we performed annotations to tag specific mentions of adverse reactions and indications (κ = 0.81), in-

cluding mapping the mentions to standardized IDs in the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) 

vocabulary. We have made these detailed annotation guidelines publicly available to support future 

annotation tasks.
2
 In addition to the guidelines, we have made resources associated with our classifica-

tion and extraction tasks publicly available [22,23]. These include source codes, executable applica-

tions, lexicons, topics, cue words, word clusters, word embeddings, and annotated data, which we dis-

cuss later.  

 

 

                                                 
1
 Available at: http://diego.asu.edu/Publications/ADRSpell/ADRSpell.html. Last accessed: 2nd October, 

2016.  
2
 Available at: http://diego.asu.edu/guidelines/adr_guidelines.pdf. Last accessed: 2nd October, 2016. 
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Figure 1. Sample tweets containing drug names including some that are misspelled, but were 

caught our common misspelling generator. The tweets present a variety of different types of infor-

mation including the symptoms effectiveness of drugs, adverse reactions, user sentiments, and poten-

tial abuse of prescription medications. 

 

In addition to our work on pharmacovigilance, our experts have collaborated to create guidelines 

and resources for additional tasks such as prescription medication abuse monitoring from social media. 

Similar to our other tasks, the annotations were carried out in several iterations and the guidelines pre-

can’t sleep, temazepam myself into a coma, pass out for hours on end. finally wake 
up, feel like shite for days. Oh I love my life! :-/ 
 
my fibromyalga is killing me lately. has anything worked for u? lyrica and neurontin 
f’d up my life. cymbalta worse 
 
just got retested for jcv. tecfidera did not work out well for me, so i’m onto tysa-
bri. #ms #multiplesclerosis  
 
adderal made me manic, saphris makes my skin crawl and gives me the dreaded 
twitches, hydroxyzine is more like a placebo than anything else 
 
list of psychiatric medications i take for various psychiatric reasons. !. saphris. 2. 
lamictal. 3. hydroxygine.  4. trazodone. 5. zoloft. 
 
the only kind i have is sleeping siroquil and it knocks me out for too long to make it 
to class 
 
the sun is up & i haven’t slept yet! the quetiapine is not knocking me out like it used 
to. been up for 24 hours & i aint sleepy :-( #bipol 
 
snorted 2 15mg oxycodone ($24) 
 
also adderall prevents me from having any feelings other than tired rage 
 
i hate how this firbo and gabapentin robs me if my life … i just hate feeling so use-
less and worthless feeling tired 
 
i am taking a cocktail of tramadol, acoxia, myonol & pregabalin twice a day and l still 
cannot control this pain. huhuhuhuhuh 
 
do not take victoza if you are allergic to victoza … i an now worried about people 
who actually need this warning 
 
i’m trying to go off it. i’m on lamictal now and it works but i’m still addicted to Ge-
odon 
 
my memory is still so awful, hate the side effects of pregabalin -.- 
 
taken other stuff, but can’t really remember. Aripriprazole & ziprasidone apparently 
weight neutral aps. topiramate: weightloss 
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pared have been made publicly available.
3
 We have also made some of our annotated research data on 

peripheral topics, such as prescription medication abuse, publicly available.
4
 

 

As discussed in the abovementioned guidelines, annotation of social media data presents a variety 

of challenges, which must be addressed in a consistent manner. For Twitter, the first challenge faced 

when performing binary annotations was the lack of context. Due to the character limit of 140 per 

post, even for human annotators, it is often difficult to determine the context in which a potential ad-

verse reaction is mentioned or if a mentioned adverse reaction represents a personal experience or just 

a general statement. Other factors, such as posts that are spread over multiple tweets also add to this 

problem. To address these and other annotation difficulties, regular meetings were held between the 

annotators and the pharmacology expert, during which common difficult annotation issues were iden-

tified, discussed, and resolved. We provide further details of common social media text annotation 

problems that we faced in the Discussion section.  

 

2.3 Unlabeled data and language models 

Besides preparing and releasing the largest annotated social media data sets for pharmacovigi-

lance and other tasks, we also released unlabeled data and language models derived from the data. 

Language models generated from unstructured data sets, such as those via deep learning techniques, 

have recently received significant research attention because of their ability to capture semantic infor-

mation [18]. We released two sets of language models for the research community, along with the data 

(approximately a quarter million tweets) used to create the models.
5
 The following is a brief overview 

of each set. 

 

The first set of models were prepared using the word2vec tool,
6
 and they capture distributional 

and semantic information. Phrases/terms are represented using vectors using these models, with the 

vector sizes largely determining where each phrase appears in semantic space. We generated models 

with vector sizes between the sizes 200 and 400. For the different vector sizes, we generated models 

using context windows within the range [2,9]. Such distributed word representation models are already 

being applied for research utilizing other sources of noisy health-related data, such as clinical reports 

[25]. Our second set of models are sequential, and these language models capture the probabilities of 

n-gram sequences. These models have been applied for a variety of tasks in the past, such as lexical 

normalization [26]. In a sequential language model, the conditional probability of a term given all the 

previous terms is given as 𝑃(𝑡1
𝑀) = ∏ 𝑃(𝑡𝑘|𝑡1

𝑘−1)𝑀
𝑘=1 , where tk is the k

th
 term. To generate the n-gram 

language models, we used the KenLM n-gram, language modeling tool [27]. We have also made 

available a set of n-gram language models (n= 2—4) from the same unlabeled data set. 

3 Discussions 

In this section, we briefly discuss some of the uses of the various resources that we have pub-

lished. The value of most of our various annotated data sets has already been established, and there has 

been a sizable amount of recent research that have utilized these data sets for tasks such as classifica-

tion and extraction. The resources associated with our annotated data sets, such as the lexicons, word 

clusters, and so on, have been used for research outside the domain of pharmacovigilance. For binary 

classification of adverse drug reaction classification, we currently have a total of 25,678 annotated 

posts, which were prepared in 3 batches. 10,822 posts were made publicly available with our sys-

tem/source code for social media text classification for pharmacovigilance [22].
7
 Additional data sets 

                                                 
3
 Available at: http://diego.asu.edu/guidelines/DrugAbuseAnnotationGuideline1.1.pdf. Accessed 2nd Octo-

ber, 2016. 
4
 Available at: http://diego.asu.edu/Publications/DrugAbuse_DrugSafety.html. Accessed 2nd October, 

2016.  
5
 Available at: http://diego.asu.edu/Publications/Drugchatter.html. Accessed 2nd October, 2016. 

6
 https://www.tensorflow.org/versions/r0.11/tutorials/word2vec/index.html. Accessed: 20th October, 2016. 

7
 Resources, tools and data are available at: http://diego.asu.edu/Publications/ADRClassify.html. Accessed: 

26th October, 2016. 
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were made available to the participants of a shared task that we organized [33], and these data sets will 

also be made available via the link mentioned above. For adverse drug reaction mention extraction, we 

have made available 1784 annotated posts publicly available along with our state-of-the-art extraction 

system [23].
8
 In total, we have 2607 annotations for this task, with the rest of the data only available to 

our shared task participants and will be made publicly available in the near future. We have also made 

available a collection of resources for social media mining for pharmacovigilance along with our re-

view of the domain [13].
9
 

Annotating biomedical data or social media data are challenging tasks and require expertise with 

the domains. The challenges are exacerbated when it comes to biomedical data from social media. As 

mentioned in the Methods section, we faced several frequently occurring annotation difficulties, which 

had to be resolved via multiple meetings and paired annotation sessions. The lack of context available 

with the short Twitter posts often made it difficult to determine if a post mentioned a personal experi-

ence of adverse reaction or just mentioned an adverse reaction for other reasons (e.g., in many posts 

we found users simply repeating adverse reactions mentioned in television commercials). In many 

cases, our annotators found it difficult to determine if a mentioned condition was an adverse reaction 

or a symptom for which the drug in question was taken. Annotating the spans of concept mentions is 

even more challenging. Non-standard expressions (e.g., ‘head feels like a zombie’) and disjoint men-

tions of adverse reactions (e.g., ‘gives me pain in my freakin stomach) are two of the leading causes of 

these difficulties. In addition to annotating the spans, our annotators were also required to map them to 

IDs in the UMLS. Non-standard adverse reaction mentions and context ambiguities led to numerous 

cases where more than one concept ID seemed valid. To resolve difficulties in selecting concept IDs, 

our annotators used paired annotation to identify IDs that were the most concrete fits, and developed 

specific, step-wise rules which are detailed in the previously mentioned annotation guideline.  

 

Because of the costs and difficulties faced when annotating data within this complex domain, the 

preparation of comprehensive guidelines, such as ours, is of paramount importance. Detailed annota-

tion guidelines with specific examples of problem cases can significantly reduce time required to plan 

for and design annotation tasks for social media based NLP studies. Even within the same annotation 

task there are inconsistencies in distinct research groups. We discovered such inconsistencies, for ex-

ample, in the several data sets for binary classification of adverse drug reaction mentions. Therefore, 

we believe that our publicly available annotation guidelines will be helpful for the better understand-

ing of potential issues associated with annotation of social media health data and to plan future annota-

tion tasks.  

 

We have discussed the recent release of a small batch of unlabeled data and sets of language 

models that were prepared using this data [32]. Analysis of that batch of unlabeled data revealed that 

discussions associated with drugs are generally skewed in Twitter, with some drugs discussed much 

more frequently than others. In the abovementioned sample of unlabeled data, while the distribution of 

tweets over the months were similar, we found some drugs to have a very large number of tweets as-

sociated with them. Figure 2 illustrates this information, showing that among the discussions regarding 

the top 10 most discussed drugs, 56% of the discussion was about Adderall® and 12% was about 

Xanax®. We suspect that the skewness in the distribution of drugs in social media chatter is because 

of the demographics among which social media is popular. Adderall®, for example, is a popular med-

ication for abuse among young students, and, therefore, there is a large amount of chatter available for 

this drug, particularly during typical college examination times (e.g., November/December) [10,28].  

                                                 
8
 Resources, tools and data are available at: http://diego.asu.edu/Publications/ADRMine.html. Accessed: 

26th October, 2016. 
9
 Available at: http://diego.asu.edu/Publications/ADRSMReview/ADRSMReview.html. Accessed: 26th 

October, 2016. 
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Figure 2. Distribution of drug related tweets over time and over different drug related keywords.  

 

Past research has explored co-occurrence based techniques for identifying drug-adverse reaction 

associations [29]. One of the properties of the distributional semantics model is the ability to capture 

semantic associations between terms based on co-occurrence, and we have performed preliminary ex-

perimentation to assess the use of our models for drug-adverse reaction association identification. For 

the drug Trazodone, using one of our distributed representation models with a vector size of 400 and 

context window size 9, we compared the cosine similarity values between a drug keyword and a set of 

adverse reaction terms. Our similarity computations produced relatively high scores for known ad-

verse reactions (the first four reactions from the left in Figure 3) and low scores for reactions for which 

no associations are known. While the threshold for this drug appears to be between 0.3 and 0.4, we 

could not establish specific values during our preliminary experimentation. Experimentation with oth-

er drugs (e.g., such as those presented in [32]), also suggest that thresholds may vary between drugs or 

classes of drugs. Furthermore, there are unsolved NLP based problems, such as the vector representa-

tion of multi-word adverse reaction expressions. We also performed preliminary experiments with our 

sequential language models, such as assessing their usage in text classification. Because our data set 

essentially consists of health-related tweets, we used the sequential models to score a sample of posts 

from a separate data set containing annotations for health related tweets [31]. We observed that in 

general, health-related posts obtained higher scores compared to non-health related posts, as was ex-

pected. However, as with the distributional language models, we could not identify thresholds in the 

preliminary experimentation. We plan to address some of these limitations of our work in future re-

search. We believe that incorporation of information from these models will improve the existing tasks 

of classification and extraction, and will be crucial for previously unexplored tasks such as concept 

normalization.  

 

 
Figure 3. Association between trazodone and 10 adverse reactions computed using the distribut-

ed language models and cosine similarity.  

 

The experimental results obtained from the use of our language models are very promising. With 

very simplistic settings, there appears to be a clear use case for these models for the tasks discussed. 

Our planned future work involves in-depth exploration of the various parameters of these models (e.g., 
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effect of context window sizes). We also encourage the research community to investigate the proper-

ties of the distinct models we are making available, and their applications. As discussed earlier, studies 

have already focused on extracting drug abuse information from social media, assessing the safety of 

drugs, exploring the prevalence of use of drugs, and discovering user sentiments towards specific 

drugs, to name a few. The linguistic regularities and the semantic knowledge captured by these models 

are likely to be useful for a number of important research tasks. 

 

With the ever growing size of social media data, and the development of more efficient data pro-

cessing techniques, the broader health domain will invariably benefit from utilizing social media data. 

However, it has also been realized that the right data is more important than big data, and the devel-

opment of effective systems benefit from access to the former. Therefore, we believe that our released 

data, tools and resources, which have been summarized in this paper, will be very useful to the re-

search community. 
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